[The dynamics of the rats higher nervous activity disturbances after total influence of electrons and gamma-rays in doses 5-100 Gy].
The dynamics of using of stabilized motor defensive conditioned reflex of active avoidance in "shuttle-box" in rats after total influence of high energy electrons and of gamma-rays in doses 5-100 Gy were investigated. The quality structure of higher nervous activity disturbances after the influence of these kinds of ionizing radiation was identical. Therefore the tendency to disturbances aggravating after the electron radiation influence in the periods of the initial depression and of relatively normalization was revealed, especially after the irradiation in dose 50 Gy. The effective compensation of the functional disturbances in the central nervous system at the first 5-10 min after irradiation was after influence of electron radiation in doses about 30 Gy and after the influence of gamma-radiation in doses about 50 Gy. The irradiation of rats in doses 10 Gy and 5 Gy caused qualitative different dynamics of radiation disturbances in rats higher nervous activity. The differences in rats higher nervous activity after influence of electron and of gamma-radiation in these doses did not manifest distinctly.